Introduction. In this work we discuss recursive mappings between theories which preserve deducibility, negation and implication. Roughly, we prove that any two axiomatizable theories containing a small fragment of arithmetic-this can be stated precisely-are "isomorphic" by a primitive recursive function mapping sentences onto sentences which also preserves deducibility, negation and implication (and hence theoremhood, refutability and undecidability). Also we prove between any two effectively inseparable theories formulated as applied predicate calculi there exists a "recursive isomorphism" preserving deducibility, negation and implication. In general, we cannot replace "recursive" by "primitive recursive" in the last result. From this we obtain a classification of all effectively inseparable theories into fc$o equivalence classes. The unique maximal element is the equivalence class of those theories containing the small fragment of arithmetic referred to above. A more precise and detailed summary of the results-which answers some questions left open by Pour-El [4]-is given below following some notational remarks.
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Notation. Let 3 be a theory. Associated with 5 is a recursive set W> the set of (Gödel numbers of) sentences and two recursively enumerable subsets of W, T the set of theorems and R the set of refutable sentences. We assume that W has an infinite complement W.
In general, we identify a formula with its Gödel number. If a distinction is necessary it will be clear from the context. DEFINITION 1. An applied predicate calculus 3 is an effectively inseparable theory if (JT, R) is an effectively inseparable (e.i.) pair of feets.
If 3 is a propositional calculus then the concept of "sentence" may not have meaning since, for example 3 may not possess variables. In this case we identify "sentence" with "formula." Thus Definition 1 applies in this case also. We show by example that II does not hold for all applied propositional calculi. Nevertheless given two effectively inseparable (e.i.) theories 3i and 3a, it is possible to find a 1-1 recursive function g mapping Wi onto Wi preserving negation, deducibility and which up to deductive equivalence preserves implication. More precisely III. Let 3i and 3 2 be two e.i. theories. There is a 1-1 negation-$ Note that this extension of Definition 1 accords well with the original definition. For when 3 is an applied predicate calculus which is e.i. by the definition then the set of formulas which are theorems is effectively inseparable from the set of refutable formulas.
preserving recursive function g mapping Wi onto W% such that for all formulas B\ and C\ in 3i.
(a) Bi l-^Ci if and only if g(Bi) hg 2 g(G).
(b) KgrfCSi-^CO-.gW-^gCCi)
and for all formulas B% and C% in 32.
Note that as a consequence of III, theorems are mapped onto theorems, refutables are mapped onto refutables and undecidables are mapped onto undecidables.
In contrast I holds for the propositional calculus.
C. Primitive recursive mappings between theories.
For many mathematically interesting formal theories it is possible to strengthen results I and II by showing that/* can be chosen to be primitive recursive. Suppose that 3i and 3 2 are theories in standard formalization possessing a notation for the natural numbers and a binary predicate ^. Suppose further that 5»* contains a subtheory 5/ such that the following hold
(1) for all nY-^x^nSJnizx, (2) for all nY-qx-^n-K# = 5V • • * \fx~fi, (3) every primitive recursive function of one argument is definable in 3/.
Then II holds for 3i and £$2 with a primitive recursive/*. (An analogous statement may be made for I when Cf e contains a subtheory 3/ satisfying (1), (2) 
and (3).)
Thus for example if 3i and 3 2 are any two consistent axiomatizable extensions of the theory R of [7] , II holds f or a primitive recursive ƒ*.
D. A hierarchy of effectively inseparable theories.
In contrast to the results of the preceding paragraph it is, in general, not possible to choose the/* of I or II to be primitive recursive. For we prove IV. 4 Let 3 e be a recursively enumerable class of general recursive functions. Then there exists an effectively inseparable theory 3i in standard formalization such that no recursive function which witnesses the effective inseparability of 3i is in 5\
As an immediate corollary we obtain (where R is the theory of V. Given an r.e. class CF of general recursive functions, there exists a theory 3 in standard formalization such that no 1-1 recursive function mapping W onto WR, T onto TR, R onto R R preserving deducibility, negation and implication is in OF.
IV gives rise to a classification of e.i. theories in standard formalization. Let SFp be the set of all primitive recursive functions of one argument. DEFINITION 2. 3i is ^-reducible to 3 2 (3iâg: &) if there is an fG$ P mapping W\ into W^ 7\ into T2, Ri into R2 preserving deducibility, negation and implication.
The reducibility relation of Definition 2 gives rise in a natural manner to an equivalence relation: 3i=gr 32 if and only if 3i ^g: 3 2 and 32 ^g: 3i. As mentioned earlier this equivalence relation partitions the e.i. theories into fcSo classes with a unique maximum element. (Of course, the e.i. theories in standard formalization are also partitioned into No classes with a unique maximum element.) 5 Results A, B, and C are obtained by generalizing the method of Myhill [3] (cf. [2] and [6] ). Results in D are obtained by rate of growth arguments. A detailed account of the proofs is planned for a later publication.
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